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Whitney Houston died, as we are all aware, and we all got rather bombarded by
media telling us one thing or another thing about her.  Many of us were filled with
opinions about her. I too had my own personal judgments about her…so when i saw
that there had been an archival interview with Oprah a few years ago I was keen to
watch it to create another opinion about her, or perhaps see something there that I
hadn’t seen before.

The interview was, as is usual with Oprah, enlightening. Toward the end of the
interview Oprah shared that she had asked during her pray/ meditation, that in this
particular interview she be an instrument of Light and truth and that she wanted to
be focused on the highest good. Whitney said, that she too had prayed, “that she
was open and what she offered was for the good of all”. These are strong
invocations, which will create a ‘container’ for transformation and a shift in
consciousness when earnestly asked with authenticity and love.

Needless to say the interview was awesome. It seemed to be a true meeting of
souls. There was a deep connectivity as they both dissolved any preconceived
judgments and boundaries to make way for the highest good for all concerned. In
this type of space there is always an opportunity for healing, not just for Oprah and
her audience, but also for Whitney and years later even for me!

While many of us believe in heaven or hell or the separation of God and man or even
the concepts  ‘them and us’ we maybe are unaware that these ideas may instantly
seed conflict in our lives as we separate ourselves from others. This is the trap of
judgment. In fact this is what I was acting out while watching dear Whitney.

We have this unconscious thinking which is separation and judgment; it sneaks into
our thoughts before most of us dear souls are even aware. We have created
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division with our thoughts, border lines, lines in the dirt, and personal fiefdoms. We
accept it as what people do…..People hassle  we comment on humanity  and
create judgments, we quietly justify our actions by stating “who cares whether we
judge and what difference does it actually make anyway?… It is human”. We don’t
ask whether these external judgments and actions have any negative ramifications
and  have any affect on us personally. I am here to tell you that they do have an
affect  and the affect is on the judger – you, me, whoever is doing the judging.

Our society constantly creates these separations. We believe that the separations
have nothing actually to do with “our” self… it is as if we are victims to the action of
judgments whether religious, familial, political or even physical. We just do it
habitually and without much thought. Unfortunately the judgments are not just
relegated to others but first and foremost to ourselves…..our judgements could be “i
am better at this or that”, “more beautiful, thinner, fatter,  younger, richer, cleaner,
faster”…. You get the picture. There is so much disconnection in the action of
personal comparing and judgment. There is also very little acceptance and clearly
very little silence while our internal conversations are so noisy. How could you ever
find your sweetness and your true nature while you are so flat out attacking judging
and punishing yourself. What if you realized that right now there was nothing to
change, no place to go, and nothing to become? That the real situation is that you
have forgotten your Light, your true beauty and power?

We make constant assessments daily about right and wrong and lovable and non-
lovable etc.  We are noisy little bunnies with so much to say and such little listening
time.

This is where meditation is a great gift to give ourselves.

We can become so judgmental that we can quietly become lounge chair bullies
thinking that while no one is there to hear our negativities then maybe it is ok. Some
sadly are not arm chair bullies but dinki-di bullies…..

…Teach a child to love who they are and who they BE, and bullying in schools will
stop. For two reasons the nascent bully will not see the separation any longer so
there will be no need to judge….and the ‘victim’ will no longer take the bulling as
‘personal” because he knows he is a unique, wonderful offering to the planet as he
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discovers his true nature. So we have no Bully and no Bullied! Bullying would
become a thing of the past if we taught our children that they are so much more
than what they believe or what they are taught.

While we have this diminished thinking called judgment, we can actually ROOT
conflict out of our lives. This is not to say that you cannot have ‘opinions’ about what
you prefer, but this preference is not obtained with fearful arguments involving right
and wrong, division and separation. Nor do we gain ground by having personal
criticisms of people and their actions. There is actually no ground to be gained, we
are in truth just creating ‘personal’ internal separations. I said personal internal
separation. I mean you are fueling your internal conflicts. You are creating an internal
division and this is separation and not union. it is as far from at-one-ment as you can
get.

Opinions are natural but what I am sharing with you is the core of disconnection.
The core of fundamental disconnection from “Spirit”. This disconnection will
separate you from what all pilgrims and seekers of Truth look for…. “How to
become at One” and connected to all mankind, and therefore, to Source
consciousness.

This connection is to YOUR  true nature… the Buddha mind, the Christ
consciousness  or what I like to say the connection to who you ‘BE’.

The fundamental judgment that we have for others is just a taste of what we believe
and experience judging ourselves.  Does the negativity stop with other people or do
we have truck loads of personal judgments about ourselves? This action will stop
our flow, stop our outcomes, the manifestation of our dreams. Our negative
concepts of ourselves are just part of our story. If we follow the thread we will
discover that the judgment masques the separation from Spirit. I work a lot with this
concept of “following the thread back” to the beginning, and being courageous
enough to take action on what you have discovered.

This judgmental thinking can cause the collapse of businesses, marriages,
societies, but most importantly it will drive you away from the true purpose of your
life – which is JOY. Connectivity will give you Joy. We are not in flow while residing
in these separatist thoughts and actions, the two things are incompatible. Love is
part of the flow…

The constant internal conflict that we create will not only affect most of us daily in
our ability to simply open into positivity and a glorious life, but it will affect our ability
to love, to be fearless, and to be compassionate to all things. Compassionate to all
things! With soft eyes and open hearts ….we will open and widen into who we
actually BE. We stop first our personal silent conversations of judgment which
cause us to be lonely and disconnected, separate and sad and we open into our
true nature as creators, artists, lovers with unique offerings to the planet…. not



special but unique.

Therefore as unique powerful precious souls on this planet be clear that you must
remember who you BE…you are a manifestation of Source consciousness in
physical form on this planet and in this knowing your responsibility to this principle,
you shift consciousness by your mere presence. You see in every soul you meet, in
their eyes, the eyes of all the assented masters and Beloved ones staring back at
you.

There can be no judgment there! Then you can stare in the mirror and love your true
self, for in this knowing, this connectivity is extraordinary magic. In this action is Light
and this Light is magnetic, powerful, beautiful and …..love.

You are now at one with all mankind, earth, seen and unseen,  connected to all
through the realization that it is not our flaws that connected us but our radiant
magnificent Light which connects us. This Light is infectious and delicious as it will
transform your life and your clients, lovers, children and the whole world. This
knowing affects all concerned.  Connectivity at its best.  You want to leave a legacy
then just do it, love yourself, love your friends, family and strangers, street people,
every person and now watch your businesses and your life flourish!
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